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Introduction
I have been invited by the Editor in Chief and the
Editorial Board of the Journal to contribute an editorial piece on a topic concerning natural health products
that was thought-provoking based on my recognized
experience in this field. I decided to take some information from how Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM),
together with other medicinal plants from different
cultures (Ayurvedic materials) were collected and used
to produce medicinal treatments versus what is known
today as to what the “bioactive components” are and
what may have produced them.
In this short article I will show with some specific
examples, the involvement of fungi and/or bacteria in
the production of medicinal compounds isolated from
plants (some reported to be medicinal, others not recognized as such); this being such that one could argue that
in certain cases, the plant is nothing more than a host
to a consortium of microbes that are heavily involved in
the production of the compound(s) of interest.

Discussion
Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)

There are very specific requirements involved in harvesting a majority of TCM plants in China, (known as
Daodi), that nowadays tend not always to be followed.
Paraphrasing what was stated by Wang et al. [1] in 2019
“Daodi is a term unique to TCM and is reserved for
medicinal plants cultivated in a specific geographical
area with specified natural conditions and being harvested and processed following standards”. It is stated
in an ancient Materia Medica, the “Xin-Xiu-Ben-Cao”
https://doi.org/10.33211/jnhpr.18

that the medical efficacy will be different if the medicinal material is not grown in its native environment.
Thus, the ancient Chinese people were aware of the
fact that geographical changes may influence the activity of herbal material used in TCM [2]. Thus, “Daodiclassified” medicinal plants, irrespective of disease
treatment would be collected at certain times of the year,
under specific weather conditions and frequently at a
specific altitude. At the time that these provisions were
made (anywhere from one to two thousand plus years
ago) the concept of microbes (endophytes or epiphytes)
whether eukaryotic or prokaryotic were completely
unknown. It must be remembered that the presence of
“animacules” was not shown until the middle 1600s and
was not believed for many years after that [3].
Using information from specialists at the Chinese
University in Hong Kong working with a multinational group that included Western physicians, pharmacologists and chemists, defined TCM materials were
obtained for further work-up as to bioactive chemical
components, bearing in mind the Daodi concepts [4].
Thus these comparative TCM collections had the identical plant collected not only where the TCM practitioners suggested, but also collections were made at
different altitudes and climatic conditions, with the ultimate aim of all samples subsequently being treated in a
similar manner. Preliminary results showing the differences in antitumor activities were published by the NCI
group involved in 2019, and all samples are available for
further work by others subject to suitable intellectual
property provisions [5].
Evidence of such effects outside of China can be seen
from initial results that the Natural Products Branch of
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the US National Cancer Institute had when working with
plant samples from Africa. An extract from a collection
of 1 kg (air-dried weight) plant sample gave an interesting result in the NCI’s antitumor screens. Following
chemical workup, and the requirement for more plant
sample, a recollection at the same spot was made by the
original collectors but was inactive in the same screen
and did not contain the same active chemical structures.
On subsequent collection data analysis, it was realized
that the second collection was not made under the same
climatic conditions as the first collection.
What is also significant is that today, modern TCM
investigators will take the TCM mixtures as defined in
various herbals, and then use metabolomic techniques
in order to identify the bioactive components, with the
aim of tracing the “source(s)”, in order to formally systematize “modern” TCM. A review of current methods and results was published by the author in 2020
following a request from the Chinese Pharmacological
Society [6].

Fungal Endophytes from the Neem Tree
The neem tree is extremely well known in India and
some other parts of Asia to be the source of “medicinal preparations” that can be used to deter insects (and
also have indirect antimalarial properties by killing the
anopheles mosquito). In 2012, Kusari et al. [7] reported
the isolation of azadirachtins A and B [1, 2] from the
endophytic fungus Eupenicillium parvum that had been
isolated from the tree. In addition, though not used
as a source of antitumor agents or antibacterial agents
(though some of these activities have been “implied” by
users of Neem-derived preparations), in the same time
frame, reports of the isolation of the naphthaquinone
antibacterial agent Javanicin [3] from the Neem fungal
endophyte Chloridium sp. were reported by Kharwar
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et al. [8]. If further reading as to the listing of Indian
medicinal plants and their properties is desired, the
review by Mohanraj et al. published in 2018 can be
consulted [9].

Recent Reports/Reviews on Endophytes
and Bioactive Secondary Metabolites
Endophytes from the Milk Thistle
Silybum marianum

In 2014 and 2015, the Oberlies and Cech groups at the
University of North Carolina, Greensboro, published
two papers on fungal endophytes isolated from the
medicinal plant known colloquially as the “Milk Thistle”
(Silybum marianum). The 2014 report dealt with the
production of the bioactive compounds known as the
silybins [4] originally isolated from the plant, which
had been used for centuries as a “treatment” for liver
disorders with the compounds themselves were listed
as hepatoprotectants. They found that the compounds
were produced by an endophytic fungus (Aspergillus
iizukae) that when fermented required a sterile wash
from the plant’s leaves to enable subcultures for continue to produce the compounds [10].
Following up on the fungal endophyte population
isolable from this medicinal plant, work published
the following year demonstrated that the plant hosted
a minimum of 25 different endophytic fungi (from
genomic analyses), produced 58 known secondary
metabolites and 4 novel secondary metabolites, using
solid-state fermentation processes (which could be considered a mimic of the plant system) with some demonstrating previously unrecognized antitumor activity on
cell lines [11].
Recent General Reviews of Endophytes from
Medicinal Plants

In 2015 and in 2018, two excellent review articles that
demonstrate the “probable” production of the bioactive
compounds (where the use of the plants as medicinal
agents was implied?) have been published. The first was
the general overview by Ludwig-Muller in 2015, [12]
asking if plants and endophytes were “equal partners”
in production of bioactive agents? By contrast, the second review in 2018 by Chutulo and Chalannavar was
directed solely at the large number of bioactive materials produced by endophytic fungi isolated from the
Neem tree [13].
Then in 2020, Cruz et al. [14] published an excellent
review of the bioactive secondary metabolites isolated
from fungi obtained from members of the Rubiaceae, a
plant family that contains a very significant number of
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plants considered to be “medicinal”. This review which
is in the open access “Journal of Fungi” is up to date as
of the early part of 2020 and should definitely be read, as
it shows the number and variety of molecules that were
found.
To these can be added a review commissioned for a
special issue of Planta Medica on endophytic microbes
and their bioactive metabolites [15].

[5]

[6]

Conclusions
Hopefully these few but carefully chosen examples indicate that the comment made earlier, that plants may, in
a number of cases, be nothing more than a “container”
in which both prokaryotic and eukaryotic microbes are
actually producing bioactive agents. This can be considered as a two-way street in that the plant obtains
“protective chemicals” in exchange for a “physical protection” from other predators. Then man and animals
utilized their metabolites for medicinal usage.

[7]
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